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A bold masquerade...After her husband's death, Camilla reveals it very unlikely to dwell together
with her overbearing sister-in-law, Ethelyn. So she and her daughter, Pippa, take in place of
abode in London, and Camilla invents a husband The Counterfeit Husband The Counterfeit
Husband to guarantee Ethelyn that she is being taken care of.But whilst Ethelyn pronounces a
visit, Camilla needs to imagine fast. She asks Thomas, one in all her servants, to pose as her
husband. and shortly unearths herself wishing she may possibly fake forever...
Synopsis: Camilla, the widow of an earl, is less than the thumb of her domineering sister-in-law.
To escape, she strikes to London the place she reveals it essential to fabricate a husband to
idiot her past due husband's family. To play the a part of her husband is her unorthodox
footman, an escaped press-gang victim.My cents: I enjoyed this tale from the 1st sentence. the
tale opens with our hero and his top friend, a fellow shipmate. they're set upon by way of a
press-gang, which used to The Counterfeit Husband be a slightly disagreeable characteristic of
the early 1800s in Britain. It was once the center of the struggle with Napoleon and lots of of the
British weren't prepared volunteers of his majesty's army end result of the inhumane stipulations
skilled by means of those that enlisted. Hence, the press-gangs. The hero Thomas and his
buddy Daniel escape. After amassing Daniel's spouse Betsy, they input household service,
hoping to conceal from the authorities. Thomas and Camilla don't begin with an outstanding
influence of one another as he blunders her for a servant.I quite beloved Thomas. He used to
be strong, loyal, funny, and charming. i presumed he used to be a well-rounded character,
plausible and lovable.Camilla was once a bit vulnerable yet she progressively grew a spine. She
looked as if it would depend a bit an excessive amount of at the sage recommendation of her
ten-year-old daughter. i assume this was once plausible habit whilst one considers her lifestyles
as much as that point. and i've no challenge with a Regency heroine who doesn't healthy the
“strong” notion of what a girl may still be. It was once 2 hundred years ago, after all.The
daughter Philippa used to be an fun satisfaction yet a ways too clever and clever for
believability. this doesn't suggest i did not like her. It used to be truly demanding no longer to.
specially after she made associates with Sybil Sturtevant. My favourite line: Thomas, in respond
to Camilla's request that he masquerade as her husband: “...there's no function on this planet i
might fairly play than that of your husband.”In closing, while you are opposed to a heroine who's
meek and submissive to almost every person round her, keep away from this book. for those
who simply love an outstanding star-crossed romance, do this squeaky-clean Regency tale.
This e-book is tied to Passing Fancies that's the affection tale of Camilla's daughter Philippa.
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